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city are narrow and deep rutted. I never learned the young
man's name but I called him after an expression that was ever
on his lips, the good old English word which we have abandoned
but which the Americans retain in common use—maybe. It
was his cautious answer to nearly every question, ** Maybe yes—
or maybe no." To any more definite reply he would seldom
bind himself. Its only change was " Maybe no—Maybe yes "—
and both left him scope for escape. I never met anyone whose
attitude was more perpetually non-committal. He was an
admirable guide and friend and as a " steed " harnessed to his
riksha he was indefatigable. He ran, perspired and laughed
almost without ceasing. On my shopping excursions—and they
were many—he served me well. That he obtained a commission
on everything I bought when he accompanied me was certain,
I am glad of it. His knowledge of English was sufficient for
him to act as interpreter, he was discreet and never interfered,
and at the same time was invaluable in his foraging expeditions
when he went off during the hours I did not require his services
to search in out of the way quarters of the city for the class of
objets d*art in which I was interested. His judgment was good.
In a very short time he became almost an expert in old pictures
and saved me, by his visits to many sources of supply, a con-
siderable amount of time and trouble. His eye was quick to
discover the faked scrolls. He distinguished easily the old silk
of the backgrounds from the shellac-washed imitation. He
learned, it seemed almost by instinct, to recognize the age period
of a picture from the coarseness or the fineness of the material
on which it was painted. Some of the best of the collection I
brought away with me were his discoveries. I told him the
points he must look for, the strokes of the brush that mark a
master's hand. In discovering in the remote quarters fine
examples of wood carving—hard wood doors in low relief, and
beams of infinite variety that had once adorned some long
demolished shop-front, and archways in pierced pear wood—he
was invaluable. His description of his finds, when he rendered
count of his peregrinations, were inimitable and to the point.
" Me go shop Dlum Tower stleet" for Maybe's r's were all
Ts. " He have two pick—i—shas (pictures). One velly high
mountain. Big tlee in fiont. One man lide mule over blidge.
One boy walk. Man say, Sung dynasty. He lie. Maybe
Chien Lung." Another time it would be " Old pick-i-sha. One
velly fine Chinese girl make music, velly nice face. 'Nother

